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(54) SOLAR STATION FOR CHARGING ELECTRIC VEHICLES

(57) The present invention answers the need for the
existence of a network for charging electric vehicles (EV),
particularly with regard to the so-called fast charging (20
to 30 minutes). Therefore, this station is intended for,
inter alia, parking areas of public and private buildings,
and fossil fuels service stations, such places where the
slow charging is not very viable, since this type of charg-
ing (6 to 8 hours) will be done mostly at night.

The present invention envisages the charging of EVs
within a short period of time and with the particularity of
being renewable energy produced on site, being possible
to produce in one place the electrical energy necessary
do power the EVs, since it includes structures of photo-
voltaic panels (101, 102, 103) and equipment for the
transformation of energy and the fast charging (104, 105,
106) of the existing DC batteries in the EVs.
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Description

Technical field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a solar station
for charging electrical vehicles, more specifically, a sta-
tion built to house equipment in a central core for both
charging electric vehicles and the production of solar
photovoltaic energy.

Summary of the invention

[0002] Within the electrical mobility scope and with the
success, in the very near future, of electric cars, it will be
of extreme importance the existence of a network of dis-
tribution/charging points to respond to the various users
of this type of vehicles. The solar station for charging
electrical cars, hereinafter referred to as solar station or
i-ES, aims to provide the main traffic and access areas
of electrical vehicles with a place where they can be sup-
plied/recharged in a convenient, fast and sustainable
manner. The present invention also allows to give form,
in an integrated way, to the progressive integration of
systems of microgeneration of energy and of electric ve-
hicles in the national grid. The solution has its component
of renewable energy production, including a solar pho-
tovoltaic system, the component of charging of the elec-
tric vehicles (direct charging, without change of batteries)
and its entire interface with the users, in a user-friendly
concept, and furthermore the system of measurement
and recording of the energy produced and/or supplied.
The design of the solar structure, as an individual module,
ensures its integration with the various environmental
spaces and the maximisation of solar exposure, as a fixed
structure. The centralisation of electrical equipment in a
central core, to which the support structures of the solar
panels as well as the connections to the network and
electrical vehicles physically converge, is another impor-
tant differentiation given that it simplifies construction and
reduces costs associated with power losses.

Background of the invention

[0003] US Patent 2009327165 discloses a battery re-
charging system adaptable to car parks, to supply cars,
which uses solar energy. In the solution of the station of
the present invention no change of batteries of the EVs
is envisaged, unlike above-mentioned document, which
refers to this exchange of batteries on the site and all the
logistics associated therewith. On the other hand, the
system presented in this document does not guarantee
universal charge of the full range of electrical vehicles
(EVs), since it is directly dependent on the type of battery
used in the EVs, their location and accessibility. Moreo-
ver, the system does not anticipate any kind of production
of electrical energy at the charging sites.
[0004] The preamble of claim 1 is defined according
to this document.

[0005] US Patent 5315227 discloses a battery re-
charging station for electric vehicles such that if the solar
energy is insufficient, the energy network is used. The
solution in this document is not intended for public places,
foreseeing the installation and interconnection with a
dwelling. The system disclosed has a loss of energy ef-
ficiency since the energy is first stored in batteries (direct
current energy) and only afterwards conveyed to the EV.
In the solution of the above-mentioned document the fol-
lowing points/references are not guaranteed:

- fast and total charging of the EV, since in this docu-
ment it refers to an energy transfer between two
banks of batteries, without the use of energy con-
sumed via housing;

- utilisation of the renewable energy produced in its
entirety, since in this document if there is solar radi-
ation and the battery bank is fully charged, this en-
ergy will be wasted.

[0006] JP Patent 8019193 discloses a simplified sys-
tem of photovoltaic energy for vehicles, specially adapted
for residential housing. The solution in this document is
not intended for public places, foreseeing the installation
and interconnection with a dwelling. Moreover, it is a do-
mestic photovoltaic system, with a system which only
allows low power and therefore, long charging times
(there is not enough power for fast charging).

Description of the invention

[0007] The Solar Charging Station of the present in-
vention answers the need for the existence of a network
for charging electric vehicles (EV), particularly in regard
to the so-called fast charging (20 to 30 minutes), that is,
in all situations where the user can not afford to spend
an extended period of time to perform the charging of his
vehicle. Therefore, this station is intended for public and
private places including parking areas of public and pri-
vate buildings, fossil fuels service stations, such places
where the slow charging is not very viable, since this type
of charging (6 to 8 hours) will be done mostly at night.
[0008] Thus, the present invention includes the form
of charging EVs in a short period of time and with the
particularity of being renewable energy produced on site.
[0009] With the station of the present invention it is
possible to produce in the same place the electric energy
needed to power de EVs, given that it is a solution that
integrates the production of energy through photovoltaic
technology, and the transformation of energy for fast
charging of the existing DC batteries in the EVs.
[0010] This way, the integrated system allows the in-
crease of the global energy efficiency of a network for
charging EVs, compared with an analogue network
where for each charging point there is no system of en-
ergy production. It is known that the transport of energy
from the central production site to the place of consump-
tion, translates into a very significant loss for the distri-
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bution network.
[0011] Moreover, the structure itself that supports the
production system, serves as a buffer and shading to the
EVs minimising the duplication of metalomechanical ma-
terial to be used for this purpose. On the other hand,
given the concentration of both equipment (production
and consumption of energy), there is a sharing/profita-
bility of all wiring in the interconnections from the produc-
tion points to the points of consumption. The same is true
with regards to the implementation of bases of support
of concrete or equivalent, to fix the structure of shading
and support of photovoltaic modules.
[0012] Regarding the use of human resources, the so-
lution of the present invention works without the need for
the presence and support of an operator on site.
[0013] Due to its scope and applicability the solar sta-
tion allows to contribute to the reduction on the depend-
ence from abroad in energy terms (import of electric en-
ergy), promotes urban mobility in a sustainable manner,
further contributes to reach a zero balance of power con-
sumed and CO2 emitted by electric vehicles and contrib-
utes to a greater availability from the national grid at peak
hours. On the other hand, it significantly reduces energy
loss in transportation, since the energy production is lo-
cated at the place where it is consumed, it allows the
integration of photovoltaic (BIPV) and contributes to im-
proving the energy rating of the building where it is
housed. The present invention can be installed on any
private or public space provided there is enough power
available (in the public network or private PT), according
to the needs of fast charging of the batteries. Preferred
targets are public or company car parks, the existing serv-
ice stations of fossil fuel, hypermarkets, shopping cen-
tres, hotels, hospitals, schools, among others.
[0014] The solution of the present invention is innova-
tive regarding the high care in minimising power losses
and inefficiencies. It is known that the transmission of
electric energy entails losses. This solution avoids the
traditional transmission and distribution losses of energy,
in the order of 15% a 20%, that the conventional solution
of the charging point connected to the distribution net-
work presents. Energy production in a decentralised
manner at the sites of consumption - charging of EVs -
allows for a balance of energy with the electric network
with the same ratio of energy required for the charging
of vehicles.
[0015] The location of the electric equipment in a cen-
tral core, whether radial, or linear (backbone type), from
which emanate the connections to the grid, to the electric
vehicles and solar panels, allows a constructive saving
and an effective reduction in power losses along the very
structure of the station.
[0016] The radial structure is more clearly illustrated if
using a plurality of such stations (Fig. 1 and 2), which
therefore will be preferably arranged radially from a cen-
tral point. A person of ordinary skill in the art will easily
appreciate that the technical effects of the present inven-
tion are obtained regardless of the number of stations

disposed around this central point, with the number of 3
stations in the Figures 1 and 2 being merely illustrative
and the number can be easily variable.
[0017] The linear structure is more clearly illustrated if
a plurality of stations of this type is used (Fig. 3), which
therefore preferably will be disposed longitudinally,
side-by-side. Still more preferably, the stations may be
disposed also longitudinally but along two parallel lines,
back-to-back. In both of theses preferred embodiments,
this structure thus grows linearly.

Description of the figures

[0018] For an easier understanding of the invention
there are attached figures, which represent preferred em-
bodiments of the invention which however, are not in-
tended to limit the object of this invention.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the solar station
for charging of electrical vehicles, in the radial solu-
tion around a central point, in which

(101) represents the metal attachment struc-
ture,
(102) represents the support structure for the
photovoltaic panels,
(103) represents the photovoltaic panels,
(104) represents the central cabinet for housing
the electric equipment,
(105) represents the display screen of interface
with the client, and
(106) represents the socket of the charging
point.

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the solar station
for charging of electrical vehicles, in the radial solu-
tion around a central point, in which

(201) represents the metal attachment struc-
ture,
(202) represents the support structure for the
photovoltaic panels,
(204) represents the central cabinet for housing
the electric equipment,
(205) represents the display screen of interface
with the client, and
(206) represents the socket of the charging
point.

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the solar station
for charging of electrical vehicles, in the linear solu-
tion of the backbone type, in which

(301) represents the metal attachment struc-
ture,
(302) represents the support structure for the
photovoltaic panels,
(303) represents the photovoltaic panels,
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(304) represents the central cabinet for housing
the electric equipment,
(305) represents the display screen of interface
with the client, and
(306) represents the socket of the charging
point.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the main elements of the
solar station for charging of electrical vehicles, in
which

(401) represents the public grid,
(402) represents the array of photovoltaic pan-
els,
(403) represents the inverter block of produc-
tion, equipment suitable for the production of
electricity from photovoltaic panels,
(404) represents the fast-charging point which
includes electrical equipment suitable for charg-
ing the battery or batteries of said electric vehi-
cles, and
(405) represents the electrical vehicle.

Detailed description of the invention

[0019] The present invention relates to a solar power
station to feed electrical vehicles (EVs). With this station,
it is intended, beyond the simple charging of the EVs, to
make a compensation for the public grid of renewable
energy, in peak hours and full hours of the load diagram,
and withdrawn by the EV, from this network. This way,
the solution prevents 15% to 20% of energy losses in the
transmission and distribution until the charging of the EV.
The solution further creates on the user the notion of
"green" energy, maximising the use of EV, from the per-
spective of environmental responsibility.
[0020] The present invention comprises a set of ele-
ments schematically represented in the block diagram
shown (Figure 4), that from the technical point of view
can be disaggregated into four sub-systems, as de-
scribed below in the form of various preferential embod-
iments:

ENERGY PRODUCTION SYSTEM

[0021] The energy production system of the present
invention makes use of the solar photovoltaic technology
and systems connected to the network. Thus, this system
consists of polycrystalline photovoltaic panels that define
the solar field, a DC/AC single-phase inverter with a nom-
inal power of 3.68 kW, all DC wiring required for the in-
terconnection of these equipment and an AC protection
framework (class II insulation) composed of differential
switch and bipolar circuit breaker. All the energy pro-
duced by the photovoltaic system is injected into the pub-
lic grid and is mostly produced in peak hours and full
hours of the load diagram of consumption. The inverter
device synchronises with the network, ensuring the qual-

ity of the energy injected, the consumption being ensured
by the production itself (self-consumption regimen).

BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEM

[0022] The present invention provides for the exist-
ence of three charging-points of vehicle simultaneously.
For this purpose, there exists a charging control unit that
manages the charging characteristics in relation to the
number of vehicles being charged at the solar station.
The type of charge used in the present invention is the
so-called fast charging with a maximum power of 43 kW,
in AC and/or DC regimen, with a duration ranging from
twenty to thirty minutes. The feeding will preferentially be
of the triphasic type, the present invention providing the
respective socket for interconnection with the vehicle.
The interconnecting cable to the electric vehicle is made
available by the brand of the car, since the connection
socket may vary according to the manufacturer.

ENERGY MEASUREMET SYSTEM

[0023] Accounting for all transit of energy involved in
the present invention is made with the use of bidirectional
counters preferably triphase direct connection. There-
fore, it is necessary a counter to measure all the energy
produced by the photovoltaic system, one to measure
the overall energy consumed by the present invention
and other, preferable three counters (these named indi-
viduals) which independently account for the energy pro-
vided to each charging point, i.e., to each electric vehicle.
This way, there is a full perception of the energy flows
and the totals consumed/produced at each point of the
present invention.

INTERFACE WITH THE CLIENT

[0024] The present invention preferably provides a
customer service which is intuitive and easy to use. Using
a display and an alphanumeric keyboard the client indi-
cates his intention with regards to the amount of time or
cost to spend on the charge. Using a GSM modem a
SMS is sent to the customer’s mobile phone with the
confirmation of his intention and a validation code for the
authentication of the user-payer. Once introduced, the
code will generate a new SMS (this of value added) to
confirm the transaction.
[0025] The following claims further define the preferred
embodiments of the present invention.

Claims

1. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles
which comprises:

- one or more photovoltaic panels (103, 303);
- structure for fixation and support of photovolta-
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ic panels (101, 102, 201, 202, 301, 302);
- electrical equipment for charging (404) battery
or batteries of said electric vehicles;

characterised in that it comprises:

- electrical equipment for production of electric
energy (403) from the photovoltaic panels (103,
303) to the network (401);

wherein said electric equipment (403, 404) are con-
figure to:

- when charging an electric vehicle, use the net-
work energy (401) and the energy from the pho-
tovoltaic panels (103, 303) simultaneously to
charge the battery or batteries of said electric
vehicle;
- when not charging an electric vehicle, use the
energy from the photovoltaic panels (103, 303)
to supply the network (401).

2. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to the previous claim, characterised in that
it has an additional central cabinet (104, 204, 304)
which houses said electric equipment (403, 404) and
from which are mounted the structures to support
the photovoltaic panels (101, 102, 201, 202, 301,
302).

3. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to claim 2, characterised in that the struc-
tures for fixation and support of the photovoltaic pan-
els (101, 102, 201, 202) are disposed in a radial form
from said central cabinet (104, 204).

4. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to claim 2, characterised in that the struc-
tures for fixation and support of the photovoltaic pan-
els (301, 302) are disposed in a linear form linear
from said central cabinet (304).

5. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to the previous claims, characterised in
that it further comprises one or more screens/dis-
plays (105, 205, 305) for interface with one or more
station users.

6. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to the previous claims, characterised in
that it further comprises one or more charging sock-
ets (106, 206, 306) for connection to the electric ve-
hicles.

7. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to claims 2 to 6, characterised in that the
charging sockets (106, 206, 306) for connection to
the electric vehicle and to the screens/displays (105,

205, 305) for interface with the user are placed in
said central cabinet (104, 204, 304).

8. Station for the solar charging of electric vehicles ac-
cording to the previous claims, characterised in
that it is configured to send a SMS message to the
mobile phone previously indicated by the user when
it requires the authorisation to charge the vehicle,
when it confirms the authorisation to charge the ve-
hicle, and/or when it finishes charging the vehicle.
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